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QUESTION 1
At which layer of the OSI model does error checking occur with IPv6?
A. Layer 2
B. Layer 3
C. Layer 4
D. Layer 7
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 2
Which two characteristics describe the UDP protocol? (Choose two.)
A. limited error checking
B. defined timers
C. no recovery mechanisms
D. three-way handshake
Correct Answer: AC

QUESTION 3
What are three benefits of using a dynamic routing protocol? (Choose three.)
A. Increased network security
B. Decreased network latency
C. Increased network availability
D. Lower administrative overhead
E. Greater network scalability
Correct Answer: CDE

QUESTION 4
Which command would initiate a loopback on a Gigabit Ethernet interface ge-0/0/0?
A. # set interfaces ge-0/0/0 unit 0 loopback

B. # set interfaces ge-0/0/0 gigether-options loopback
C. > set interfaces ge-0/0/0 loopback
D. > loopback ge-0/0/0
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 5
Which statement describes an advantage of dynamic routing?
A. Dynamic routing is typically more scalable when compared to static routing.
B. Unlike static routing, dynamic routing requires no initial user configuration.
C. Unlike static routing, dynamic routing provides redundant IP addresses for end-user devices.
D. Dynamic routing provides DNS services along with IP connectivity, whereas static routing does not.
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 6
Given the host IP address of 192.168.100.60 and a network mask of 255.255.255.224 (or /27), which address
represents the correct network address for the referenced host?
A. 192.168.100.48
B. 192.168.100.16
C. 192.168.100.0
D. 192.168.100.32
Correct Answer: D
Network is a class C network: 192.168.100.32/27 Binary: 11000000.10101000.01100100.001 00000
References: http://jodies.de/ipcalc?host=192.168.100.60andmask1=27andmask2=

QUESTION 7
You have been asked to create a static route with a next hop that is not directly connected to the router.
Which configuration parameter enables the static route to accomplish this scenario?
A. resolve
B. indirect

C. next-hop
D. recursive
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 8
By default, which character indicates the UNIX shell prompt?
A.#
B. >
C. $
D. %
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 9
You are troubleshooting a routing issue and need to check the hop-by-hop path to the 10.10.10.10 destination. Which
three commands would display the path? (Choose three.)
A. user@router# traceroute 10.10.10.10
B. user@router> ping record-route 10.10.10.10
C. user@router>traceroute 10.10.10.10
D. user@router# run traceroute 10.10.10.10
E. user@router# ping record-route 10.10.10.10
Correct Answer: BCD

QUESTION 10
When is the BA Classifier engaged for identifying the forwarding class of traffic in a Juniper router?
A. after a packet is identified by a multifield classifier
B. after the traffic passes though a shaper
C. prior to ingress policing of traffic
D. while the packet is stored in the switching fabric of the router
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 11
You have configured a firewall filter with a single term matching on packets with a source address in the 10.0.0.0/24
subnet. This term only includes the count action. Which two statements are true about traffic evaluated by this firewall
filter? (Choose two.)
A. Packets within the 10.0.0.0/24 subnet will be accepted.
B. Packets within the 10.0.0.0/24 subnet will be rejected.
C. Packets within the 10.0.0.0/24 subnet will be counted.
D. Packets within the 10.0.0.0/24 subnet will not be counted.
Correct Answer: AC

QUESTION 12
When you display the routing table by entering the show route command, what does the * indicate?
A. The route is a direct route.
B. The route was selected as active.
C. The route is a default route.
D. The route was learned using a dynamic routing protocol.
Correct Answer: B
An asterisk (*) indicates that the route is both the active and the last active route. An asterisk before a to line indicates
the best subpath to the route.
References:
https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos14.1/topics/reference/command- summary/show-route-detail.html
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